
Over 150 Tricks Anyone Can Do At The Dinner
Table: Master the Art of Table Magic and
Impress Your Guests
Dinner gatherings are a delightful occasion to connect with loved ones,
share stories, and savor delicious meals. Why not add a touch of magic to
these special moments? Whether you're hosting a family dinner, a special
date night, or a friendly gathering, learning a few simple dinner table tricks
can transform the atmosphere and create lasting memories.
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In this comprehensive guide, we present a curated collection of over 150
easy-to-master dinner table tricks that anyone can perform. These tricks
are designed to be executed with everyday objects found at the dinner
table, making them accessible and convenient. Whether you're a seasoned
magician looking to expand your repertoire or a complete beginner curious
about the world of magic, this guide has something for everyone.
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Card Tricks

Card tricks are a classic form of table magic that never fails to entertain.
Here are a few simple tricks to get you started:

Rising Card: Make a selected card magically rise out of the deck.

Impossible Card Find: Find a chosen card without ever touching the
deck.

Card Through Table: Pass a signed card through a solid table and
into your hand.

Ambitious Card: A selected card repeatedly jumps to the top of the
deck.

Svengali Deck Trick: Perform mind-boggling tricks with a special
Svengali deck.

Coin Tricks

Coins are another versatile prop for dinner table magic. Try these tricks to
amaze your guests:

Coin Vanish: Make a coin disappear right before their eyes.

Coin Through Handkerchief: Pass a coin through a solid
handkerchief.

Floating Coin: Make a coin float in mid-air.

Coin Matrix: Arrange coins in impossible patterns.

Shell Game: Keep track of a coin hidden under three shells.

Mentalism Tricks



Mentalism tricks tap into the power of suggestion and mind-reading. These
tricks will leave your guests wondering how you could possibly know what
they're thinking:

Prediction: Write down a prediction and reveal it later, matching
exactly what someone has chosen.

Mind Reading: Guess the number or object someone is thinking of.

Book Test: Perform an impossible feat by revealing a page and line
from a book someone has secretly selected.

ESP Test: Accurately guess which of four objects someone has
chosen.

Lie Detector: Use subtle cues to determine if someone is telling the
truth or lying.

Sleight of Hand Tricks

Sleight of hand involves manipulating objects with quick and deceptive
movements. These tricks are sure to leave your guests baffled:

French Drop: Make a coin or small object vanish into thin air.

Palm Coin Roll: Roll a coin from one hand to the other, seemingly
through your palm.

Card Control: Control the movement of a card using subtle fingertip
movements.

Rising Napkin: Make a napkin stand upright on its own.

Floating Fork: Make a fork appear to float in mid-air.



Impromptu Tricks

These tricks require no special props and can be performed spontaneously,
making them perfect for any dinner table situation:

Thumb Tip: Transform a small object into your thumb.

Coin Bite: Appear to bite a coin in half.

Knotted Straw: Tie a knot in a straw without breaking it.

Mental Die Roll: Accurately guess the number rolled on an imaginary
die.

Paper Tear Prediction: Predict how a piece of paper will tear.

Tips for Success

To ensure your dinner table magic performances are memorable, here are
a few tips:

Practice: Perfect your tricks before performing them.

Engage with Your Audience: Make eye contact and interact with your
guests.

Be Entertaining: Add humor and flair to your performance.

Don't Reveal Secrets: Keep the magic a mystery.

Have Fun: Enjoy the process and share the joy of magic with others.

Performing dinner table tricks is an enchanting way to add a touch of
wonder and fun to your gatherings. With the tricks presented in this guide,
you'll be able to impress your guests, create unforgettable moments, and



foster a magical atmosphere at your dinner table. So gather your loved
ones, practice your tricks, and prepare to amaze and entertain with the art
of table magic.
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The Second Generation: Voices of the
Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the most horrific events in human history.
Millions of people were killed, and countless others were left traumatized.
The survivors of the Holocaust...
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Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
In the heart of the rolling countryside of northern France, where the
Somme River meanders through fields once scarred by war, lies a
poignant reminder of the sacrifices made...
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